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Claudia Tenney and Thomas Croci speak
Danny Gelles 0169

Yesterday at assembly two very essential state officials visited Boy’s State.
The first of the speakers was Claudia
Tenney; a State Assembly Member.
Claudia in addition to being a government official is also a painter, lawyer,
and is a published writer.
She claims to be the first to introduce a bill for full repeal of the New
York Safe Act; a gun regulation law in
the state of New York that was passed
by the New York State Legislature on
January 15, 2013.
This was done under a message
of necessity from Governor Cuomo.
A message of necessity removes the
required 3 day waiting period required
to vote on a bill.
She was deeply outraged by the message of necessity which she did not believe was a necessity but rather prevented
citizens from contacting their senators to
have their voice heard.
The second speaker was Thomas
Croci of the New York Senate. Croci
has proudly served and been deployed
in Afghanistan three times and was temporarily stationed at Guantanamo Bay.
After serving, Croci worked in the
White House in the counter terrorism
department briefing the President, and

Thomas Croci and Claudia Tenney spoke at Monday morning's assembly
meeting. Photos by video crew
now he serves as a Member of the New
York State Senate.
Croci had a lot of compelling
stories and statements, but probably
most notable was a quote he cited from
Ronald Reagan. “It’s amazing what you
can do when you don’t care who takes
the credit.”

"It's amazing what you
can do when you don't
care who takes the credit,"
Croci quoting Ronald
Reagan

BOY'S STATE MENU

Boys’ State Weather

Tuesday, June 30 LUNCH: BBQ Pulled Pork, Macaroni and Cheese,
Steamed Broccoli, Tossed Salad, S’mores Bars, (veg.) Macaroni and Cheese.
DINNER: Roast Turkey/Gravy, Mashed Potatoes, Green Beans, Tossed
Salad, Dinner Rolls, Cheesecake Cups, (veg.) Open Faced Soy Chicken
Salad.

Tuesday, June 30

Wednesday, July 1 BREAKFAST: Scrambled Eggs, Pancakes, Sausage patties,
Potato wedges, Fresh Fruit, Fruit Cocktail, Cold Cereal, Blueberry Muffins

Scattered Thunderstorms
High 76 / Low 63
Precipitation 60%
Winds 13 mph

Federalists over the issues

John Barna 0526

After intense debate, the Federalist
Platform Committee finalized its positions.
I had the opportunity to interview the committee, with seven members self-identifying
as liberals. I quickly learned the Committee

neither represented the Party’s ideology nor
consulted Party rank and file while crafting
the platform. Spokesman Stone said the
platform was “just left-of-center”—but after speaking with all ten County Chairmen,
seven claimed right-leaning tendencies so
did the candidate for governor. Clear divisions between the Committee and Party
Members reflect deeper divisions among
Federalists. Nationalists were soundly
sleeping while the Federalist Convention
dragged on past lights-out.
Still the liberal Platform Committee formed “economically conservative”
policies— one member admitted “we
took both left and right positions to win
votes.” Four of seven conservative counties mentioned trickle-down economics
as their guiding principle; the Platform

Committee’s lone conservative supported
Reaganomics. These irresponsible policies
contributed to the largest rise in wealth
inequality. Recklessly slashing taxes for
America’s wealthiest handed the top 1%
control over 40% of our nation’s wealth.
What it hasn’t done: grow wages for
the middle class or promote sustainable
economic growth. Instead, it created a
crippling mountain of debt. Taxes are a
great equalizer—those who are built (or inherited) wealth were able to do so because
of this great nation. Every American must
pay for the privilege to live in America—
especially those who benefit most from
its prosperity. Federalists haven’t learned
from the past and wish to continue the
politics of wealth inequality—let’s see what
Nationalists have to offer.

European Leaders Threaten
to Kick Greece Out of the EU
Ahead of Economic Referendum

North Carolina Killer Escaped
Prison; Convict Immediately Remanded Back Into Custody

The Statesman Daily Briefing
John Barna 0526
US Supreme Court Approves
Use of Controversial Execution
Drug

US vs ISIS - to enter or not

Joe Giulian 0280

As Americans, we are often
guilty of ignoring the international news. Thousands of
miles away there are threats
growing at an enormous rate.
The ISIS caliphate is expand-

ing, and has just celebrated its
first birthday. The death toll
attributed to ISIS ideals continues to rise. Each death proves
to be more barbaric than the
last; senseless beheadings and
mass executions… and as a
country, we don’t seem to be
that concerned.
We are intelligent citizens
who reside in the most advanced country in the world.
We owe it to the rest of the
world to understand their problems, as well as ours. But ISIS
is more than just a problem,
they’re a menace. The ISIS caliphate is a direct threat to the
civil liberties we all treasure and
appreciate in our great country.

As of now, we continue to
let geography stand as a barrier
between us and our perception
of world problems. It’s easy to
neglect an issue if it affects you
so little, especially if it’s not
even on your continent. This
geographic barrier affects how
we receive, view, and interpret
issues.
T he spread of ISIS is a
threat to the basic principles
we stand for as Americans. Our
country was formed on the basis of liberty, freedom, and democracy. Should we not stand
up for people whose rights are
being viciously threatened, just
because the threat has not yet
arrived at our front door?

UPDATE: Sergeants love Reeses'
Jack Boggan 0113

Due to a recent conversation
with McKneally county Sergeant
Wingo, it has been revealed to
us that the Marines here at Morrisville love REESES’ Peanut
Butter Cup candies. We have also

been told that if citizens leave
REESES’ bars on their racks their
sergeants will greatly appreciate it
and not throw them.*
*THIS WILL NOT ACTUALLY HAPPEN

Sergeant Cummings takes a
Reeses' candy bar from Jack
Boggan 0113. Photo by Nate
Lukaszewski 1098

Ely Giroux 0638
Sam Strickland 0796

Federalist Party Convention
Anthony Moore 0548
The Federalist Party convention
on Sunday night kicked off with
much excitement for the nomination
of state comptroller. There were boys
yelling and evening jumping in the air
as celebration. The party chairman
found himself unable to control
the rowdy citizens. Stember County
finally pulled out the victory and
celebrated by chanting “can’t stop,
won’t stop.”
We saw some odd speeches in
the race for Attorney General, citizen
#0052 stated, “A piece of cake is like

candidate,” while another quoted
the basketball great Michael Jordan.
Some candidates kept their speeches
short and sweet, such as citizen
#0350, taking less than thirty seconds. Almost all found it necessary to
take time to brag of personal merit.
Citizen #0708 won with his talks of
honesty and integrity. Through the
race for attorney general the chairman managed to gain control of the
convention. At this point it become
apparent that many counties were not
adhering to the rules of the convention by block voting. A Boys’ Stater

from Scheilberg stated, “They don’t
even let us vote,” in reference to his
party leaders.
The competition for the
Lieutenant Governor nomination
was filled with emotional pleas and
boys wishing to tell their story. Candidates varied in the approaches for
popularity, quoting known figures
from Thomas Paine to Shia LaBeouf.
Citizen #0690 won the primary
through his speech on relating to the
“Average Joe” of Boys’ State.

Joe Guilian 0280

A candidate for Spafford County led
his push for Governmor with promises
that were not well received.
Rishav Majumder, #0966, was
booed off stage several times throughout the Sunday Night Federalist Party
Convention.
#0966 was greeted with an overwhelming majority of hands when he
asked the audience, “Who here even
actually likes their Marine?”
#0966 also pushed the idea of a later
wake up time. He proposed a 7 a.m. start
to the day, rather than 6 a.m.
Some supporters of #0966 were

heard claiming that Marines lacked the
ability to innovate.
Spafford County pledged all 50 of
their votes for candidate #0966.
His platform was based on the
assumption that everyone hated their
Marine.
The following day, the Federalists
of Spafford County who supported
#0966 were ostracized by the rest of
their county.
The Spafford Nationalists spent
Monday drilling with their Marine, Sgt.
Marko, while the Spafford Federalists
were excluded from County events.
The Federalists recited and learned

an expansive set of Marine Corps values
and principles. Sgt. Marko explained how
vital it is for Marines to be a family, and
that as Marines, we all have to take care
of each other.
Loyal to Sgt. Marko’s statements and
Marine ideals, the Nationalists voted to
reunite Spafford county.

Tucker Regan 0075
Monday`s Nationalist party
caucus proved to show more promise in its candidate’s for Lieutenant
Governor and Governor, with
many heated and well thought
out speeches, a number of strong
political points and a plethora of
strong supporters achieved.
Each round of the election
proved to be very close staying
within a difference of 20 votes.
The final round of the first elec-

tion gave Casey Hamlin 0865, the
candidate from Pedro County the
victory.
The governor election proved
to be even more impossible to
determine a clear cut winner, with
the second to last round literally
having the final candidate’s tied in
votes 193 to 193.
The final round of the night
however put Elias Matsoukis 1077
from Dillinger County in the lead
by a strong 60 votes. Both Elias

and Casey eventually won the
strong support of just about the
entire Nationalist party, with these
candidates the Nationalist party
should prove to bring a serious
competition to the Federalist party
come Tuesday morning.

Spafford Split -Federalist Convention

Nationalist Party Convention

Federalist Candidates
Party Secretary			
Attorney General		 Jonathan Ray 0690
Charles Matheson-Fisher
Damion Freeman 0708
Governor 			
1082
Lieutenant Governor
Kejuan Harmon 0216
Party Clerk
		
Thomas Depoala 0756
Party Chairman			
Trevor Jones 0794
Judge
			
Brendan Stone 0552		
Alexander Barrett 0904
Ryan Hopkins 1040
Toby Wirth 0156			
Digby Baker-Porazinski
0002
Nicholas Busuttil 0608		
Max Tempel 0244
Comptroller
		
Jack Aiello 0460

Nationalist
Candidates

Party Secretary 		
Michael Sysak 0839
Party Clerk
		
Hunter Cuthbertson
0423
Party Chairman 		
Riley Newcomb 0601
Judge
			
Tyler Baudier 0553		
Todd Anderson 0571
Matthew Hoffer 0779
Stephen Pelletier 0761

John Motell 0515
Andrew Emerson 1089
Michael Gossel 0289
Comptroller		
Timothy Baumer 0223
Attorney General
Kyle Begley 1063
Lieutenant Governor
Casey Hamlin 0865
Governor 			
Elias Mastakouris 1077

From left to right: Executive Director
John Murphy, Federalist Governor
candidate Kejuan Harmon 0216,
Nationalist candidate Elias
Mastakouris 1077, and Program
Director Dave O'Brien. Photo by
Nathaniel Lukaszewski 1098

Boy's State sports report for Monday
Zachary Braster 0414
Today, I attended the three basketball games that occurred at the
STUAC center. Basketball is now
the only organized sport going on
as it is the only sport that can be
played indoors. The scores for the
games were as following; Wood
topped Bowen with a score of 2017, McLaughlin topped O’Keefe
by a score of 20-12 and Tipping
topped Casey by a whopping 16
points, with the final score of this
game being 21-5.
The tennis tournament was
scheduled to happen today, but it
seems as though they didn’t have
enough players to get the tournament going.
Although there is no tournament, all tennis players are still

welcome to use the courts to play
recreationally during athletic time.
In addition the softball tournament has also been canceled
because the field are too wet. If
the fields dry up there will be an
opportunity to play recreationally.
The Marines also seem to like

playing basketball, as a few of
them joined games during athletic
time, and had a great time playing
against us civilians. The basketball
tournament will continue tomorrow, and if you aren’t playing any
other sports, come out and support
everyone playing!

RIGHT:Staff Sergeant Sumner goes
up for a jump shot as he plays with
the city Morrill on Monday. Photo by
Adrian Garcia 0400.

Sunday's Boys' State basketball scoreboard
Zachary Braster 0414

Bowen – 20 vs. Harrington – 9
Ward – 20 vs. Baker – 6
Brown – 18 vs. Love – 13

Morrill – 10 vs. Van Patten – 2
Saleese – 12 vs. O’Keefe – 20
Carpenter – 9 vs. McLaughlin – 15
Tipping – 20 vs. Neville – 6

Thomas A. Nordstrom 0250
We all hope to become something
after we grow up, and we can only
hope our lives are an adventure
waiting for us. Andrew Savage is a
graduate of Boys' State, from the
class of 1980 with an amazing life.
Savage encouraged attorney general
David O’Brian to volunteer here. I
think we owe him some thanks for
that, but we can also admire his ac-

complishments beyond Boy’s State.
Savage studied law and graduated
to practice it, but that was just the
start to his story.
Savage eventually moved to Chicago and held the position of lead
attorney for the Jerry Springer
show, and found the beginning of
his life with television. He was able
to defend Springer against a Chicago City Council investigation in

Clark – 14 vs. Casey – 16
Cortright – 11 vs. Mitras – 20

Governor 11 vs. Bertrand – 6

Boys' State alum to appear on Survivor

1999. Now, he is most known for
the season he had on Survivor. In
2003, Savage aired on Survivor’s
Pearl Island season. Even though
he was voted out, he’s not done yet.
It’s confirmed that he made it into
the group returning to Survivor for
a second chance this fall.
If he wins, or if he doesn’t, he’s already proved how rich our lives can
become as graduates of Boys' State.

